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Learning Target
I can analyze figurative
language in Lotus and
Feather by using
context.

You’re going to read a book about a young girl named
Lotus who rescues an injured crane that she names
Feather. The name of the story is Lotus and Feather.
The author, Ji-li Jhang uses several similes in the
book. You will look closely at five similes and use the
graphic organizers to analyze them. Then, you will
create some examples of figurative language that
could also work in the story.
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Analyzing Similes
Ji - li Jhang uses several similes in Lotus and Feather. A
simile uses “like” or “as” to compare one thing to another.

Figurative Language
Type

Definition and Purpose

Example

Alliteration

Several words in a sentence that begin
with the same sound or letter. When
those words are read aloud it creates an
intriguing sound effect.

Peter Piper picked a
peck of pickled
peppers.

Hyperbole

An extreme exaggeration or
overstatement. Can be used to make a
point creatively.

Megan’s tears filled
the bathtub to the
very top.

Metaphor

A comparison made between objects
without using the words “like” or “as.”
Metaphors replace one word with another
unrelated word, creatively painting a
picture in the reader’s mind.

Onomatopoeia

The use of a word to describe or imitate
a natural sound or the sound made by an
object or action. This utilizes the reader’s
sense of hearing, allowing them to feel
your writing.

Snap crackle pop.

Personification

Gives a human characteristic, action, or
quality to a non-human thing. The author
gives the writing meaning in an interesting
way.

The high heels
slumped in
exhaustion when
she finally took them
off.

Simile

A statement that compares one thing to
another, using “like” or “as.” This can help
create a more vivid image in the reader’s
mind and connect the subject to their
existing background knowledge

His cry was like a fire
alarm ringing in my
head.
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His cry was a fire
alarm that rang inside
my head.
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Figurative Language
Determine how each simile is used to compare one thing to another in the text.
Note: All options will be used.

Compares _____

Simile

to _____

…like a wisp
of sorrow
…white as
fresh snow.
…like a
dazzling ruby
…noise like
thunder
…like lace on
a dress
Cut and Paste – Match the definitions to the words above.
…a shining ruby

…thunder

…the music Lotus plays

…Feather’s white feathers

…Feather’s black feathers on the
edge of his wings

…the noise Lotus makes when she
bangs on her pail

…the sadness some people feel
when they see how the lake has
changed

…Feather’s red feathers

…untouched snow

…lace
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Creating Figurative Language
Now, it’s your turn to create some examples of
figurative language.
The easiest way to create your own example of
figurative language is turn a simile into a metaphor.

Simile

Metaphor

“The sound drifted around the
empty lake like a wisp of
sorrow.”
“She stopped in awe when she
saw a big bird, as white as fresh
snow, standing in the marsh
grass.”
“Above the long, curved neck,
its head was crowned with a red
top like a dazzling ruby.”
“Lotus couldn’t utter any sound,
but she crouched down and
drummed her metal pail with her
reed cutter making a noise like
thunder.”
“Its wide wings were edged with
black feathers, like lace on a
dress.”
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Creating Figurative Language
Now, create some examples of figurative
language that could work in Lotus and Feather.
Examples:
Alliteration – Feather flies far away from his family.
Personification – The reed cutter shouted angrily at the hunter.

Alliteration

Hyperbole

Ideas for
Figurative
Language In

Lotus and
Feather

Onomatopoeia

Personification

Lotus and Feather
By Ji-li Jhang
Answer Keys
(Use the Same Answer Keys for Google Slides)
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Figurative Language
Determine how each simile is used to compare one thing to another in the text.
Note: All options will be used.

Compares _____

to _____

…like a wisp
of sorrow

…the music Lotus plays

…the sadness some people
feel when they see how the lake
has changed

…white as
fresh snow.

…Feather’s white feathers

…untouched snow

…like a
dazzling ruby

…Feather’s red feathers

…a shining ruby

…noise like
thunder

…the noise Lotus makes
when she bangs on her pail

…thunder

…like lace on
a dress

…Feather’s black feathers
on the edge of his wings

…lace

Simile

Cut and Paste – Match the definitions to the words above.
…a shining ruby

…thunder

…the music Lotus plays

…Feather’s white feathers

…Feather’s black feathers on the
edge of his wings

…the noise Lotus makes when she
bangs on her pail

…the sadness some people feel
when they see how the lake has
changed

…Feather’s red feathers

…untouched snow

…lace
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Figurative Language
Determine how each simile is used to compare
one thing to another.
Simile
…like a wisp
of sorrow

Compares _____

to _____

…the music Lotus plays

…the sadness some people
feel when they see how the
lake has changed

(or similar answer)
(or similar answer)

…white as
fresh snow.

…Feather’s white feathers

…untouched snow

(or similar answer)

(or similar answer)

…like a
dazzling
ruby

…Feather’s red feathers

…a shining ruby

(or similar answer)

(or similar answer)

…the noise Lotus makes
when she bangs on her
pail

…thunder

…noise like
thunder

(or similar answer)
(or similar answer)

…like lace
on a dress

…Feather’s black feathers
on the edge of his wings
(or similar answer)
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Creating Figurative Language
Now, it’s your turn to create some examples of
figurative language.
The easiest way to create your own example of
figurative language is turn a simile into a metaphor.

Simile

Metaphor

“The sound drifted around the
empty lake like a wisp of
sorrow.”

Answers will vary, but should be
similar to:
The sound was a wisp of sorrow
that drifted around the lake.

“She stopped in awe when she
saw a big bird, as white as fresh
snow, standing in the marsh
grass.”

Answers will vary, but should be
similar to:
She stopped in awe when she saw
the snow-white bird standing in the
marsh grass.

“Above the long, curved neck,
its head was crowned with a red
top like a dazzling ruby.”

Answers will vary, but should be
similar to:
Above its long, curved neck, the
crane wore a dazzling ruby crown.

“Lotus couldn’t utter any sound,
but she crouched down and
drummed her metal pail with her
reed cutter making a noise like
thunder.”

Answers will vary, but should be
similar to:
Thunder rose from Lotus’s metal
pail as she drummed it with her
reed cutter.

“Its wide wings were edged with
black feathers, like lace on a
dress.”

Answers will vary, but should be
similar to:
The feathers on the edge of the
crane’s wide wings were black
lace.
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Creating Figurative Language
Now, create some examples of figurative
language that could work in Lotus and Feather.
Examples:
Alliteration – Feather flies far away from his family.
Personification – The reed cutter shouted angrily at the hunter.

Alliteration

Hyperbole

Lotus looks lovingly at
Feather.

The crane filled sky was
completely white.
It seemed like 100 years
since Lotus had seen
Feather.

Answers
will vary.
Answers
will vary.

Ideas for
Figurative
Language In

Lotus and
Feather

“Bang!” Lotus was
frightened by the gun
shot.

Onomatopoeia

Answers
will vary.
Answers
will vary.

The sky wept as the
cranes flew away.

Personification
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